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The Tablet at Work
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor
When it was first released back on April 3, not many
small, for typical 15-inch laptops

guessed that Apple would sell three million copies of its

or smaller, and large, for laptops

new iPad tablet in 80 days. Since then, the experts have

up to 17 inches. The Executive
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Also changing over the months have been some of the

Easily the gadget of the century (so far, at least), the
iPad was being unboxed by Apple freaks, the tech-
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MAGIC BOOK TO BUSINESS TOOL
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At the Apple unveiling in April, Steve Jobs exclaimed,
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The San Franciso-based Wells Fargo bank got its first
shipment of 15 iPads in April, and one month after the debut
it took them to an investor conference in May to demonstrate financial products and services. In the first week of
September, a tweet sent out by SAP CIO Oliver Bussmann
revealed the software giant had already rolled out 1,000 iPads
to employees. These weren’t just to be used as replacements
for laptops, handling e-mail and presentations. In March
2010, one month before the iPad debut, the company issued
the following press release: “SAP AG and Sybase Inc. today
announced two new solutions for mobile workers to carry
out key business and customer relationship management
(CRM) processes via iPhone and Windows Mobile. Built on
device was something very different.
Walt Mossberg of The Wall Street Journal got one of the

solutions extend the capabilities of SAP Business Suite appli-

advanced copies, and his reaction created some notice. He

cations, including SAP Customer Relationship Management

wrote, “After spending hours and hours with it, I believe this

(SAP CRM), and also can be customized to tap into a variety

beautiful new touch-screen device from Apple has the

of back-end data sources, including databases, Web services,

potential to change portable computing profoundly, and to

files and any enterprise application that leverages service-

challenge the primacy of the laptop. It could even help,

oriented architecture (SOA).” The next SAP order for iPads

eventually, to propel the finger-driven, multi-touch user

mentioned in the press counted 17,000 units by next Sep-

interface ahead of the mouse-driven interface that has pre-

tember. That would equip 35% of SAP’s global workforce,

vailed for decades.”

and, coincidentally, would match the number of BlackBerry

If you keep your iPad in a modest case like the black folder Apple sells, the computer does feel much more like a

devices currently deployed throughout the company.
Widespread use of the iPad tablets in business now has

book than a computer. But it’s a book unlike any other—a

rendered the reporting as kind of pedestrian, but unusual

heavy, single page of glass and metal that can focus the

deployments still capture readers’ attention. When a restau-

entire history of computing in one system.

rant replaces its menus with iPads, the story will be picked

In the beginning, many of the reviewers fixated on the

up, and when the president of a company like SAP says he

iPad’s dexterity with almost any kind of input: e-mail, video,

has replaced his laptop with an iPad when he’s on the road,

music, e-books, games, digital musical instruments, the

that also will be reported.

common computer files (docs, PDFs, image files). It’s a
magic book that will play almost anything.
And anyone who thinks the approved-only software plan

In the first eight months of the iPad, there has been a lot
of looking around by those waiting for the next shoe to
drop. CNET asked its online readers to put their two cents

is a problem has forgotten that the iPad runs on an iPhone

in, and the readers provided the following list in order of

operating system, which means you can jail-break the sys-

the most likely to least likely next tablet: HTC (39%), other

tem to allow other software. But even for the less adventur-

(20%), LG (19%), Motorola (16%), Nokia (4%), and Sanyo

ous, do you think an average of 600-1,000 new applications

and Sharp (both at 1%).

added to the list at the Apps Store per day would be enough

Research in Motion (RIM) has already announced its tab-

to keep you busy for a while? Average cost for these pro-

let offering called the BlackBerry PlayBook (image above).

grams is about $2.99, and many are free.

The seven-inch-screen tablet has a dual core processor, is

In the first month or two, as everyone was watching how
Facebook, Twitter, and the blogs were handling the dueling
access apps that were multiplying at the Apps Store, some-
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the industry-leading Sybase Unwired Platform, the mobile

linked to your BlackBerry smartphone, and all over the marketing is an emphasis on “enterprise ready.”
The BlackBerry tablet was announced in the last week of

thing else was going on far from the social networks. A bank

September (2010), but it won’t be available until April (2011).

and an international business software giant were planning

That gives the iPad a full year’s head start. Is that too late, is the

their own rollouts.

PlayBook too small, and will it be competing with iPad II? SF
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